DEDICATIONS

I dedicate this work to my parents who had always taught me that wisdom, knowledge and education are an individual’s greatest wealth. They are my roots. To my wife Sutapa for standing by me through thinks and thins and all my trials and tribulations. She is my bedrock. To my son Shubhoneel whose smile is the ever enchanting light in my life. I dedicate my work to my sister Durba. A person requires an ever loyal supporter and I found it in you. Prof. Arup Choudhuri, you are the one to show me that education goes beyond course work and syllabus. You have been a fantastic mentor and a true inspiration.

Lastly, I dedicate this work to my city Kolkata. You have shown me that each and every moment is a celebration of life. Whatever I am today has a lot to do with what you have taught me over the years.

‘হে বঙ্গ, ভাণ্ডারে তব বিবিধ রতন’

(Oh Bengal, in your treasure chest lie vivid jewels)
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